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Ensuring Supply-Base Quality
Supply-Base Quality
Vendor Data Insight

Your supply base is critical to the effective operation of your organization. To
ensure high performance and minimize risk, you need a way to discover
dependable suppliers, and aggregate and analyze supplier data for timely insight.

Performance and Risk
SAP and Ariba Innovations

When a new good or service needs to be
sourced, procurement professionals must study
the market to identify key suppliers and their
capabilities. They spend a significant amount
of time analyzing supplier profiles, visiting their
locations, and qualifying them.

30%

Once qualified, suppliers are identified and
activated. Buyers then must aggregate and
analyze data on their performance, gain
visibility into their supply chain, and determine
how to assess risk. This endeavor is not only
time consuming but also often results in
reactive, rather than proactive, performance
management and risk mitigation actions.

Higher average annual
savings when the supply base
is reviewed regularly against
key performance indicators

This challenge is due to the typical way supplier
information is handled; in most organizations,
there is no comprehensive source of
information that would encompass all of a
supplier’s key characteristics and information.
Instead, data is often fragmented and resides
in disparate locations.
Procurement professionals need to have a
comprehensive program and infrastructure
to help manage all supplier data and support
quick responses to performance and risk
management issues.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Gain Visibility into Your Supply Base
Supply-Base Quality

Discover and manage your portfolio of suppliers.

Vendor Data Insight
Performance and Risk
SAP and Ariba Innovations

Best-Run Retail

Armed with a program for managing vendor
performance and risk, you can proactively
ensure smooth operations.
An effective program includes designated
personnel, well-developed processes for risk
identification and mitigation, and ongoing
performance management. It should also
enable collaboration with your suppliers – and
even your vendors' vendors – so you have
visibility into vendor performance across your
network.

You also need a way to support basic vendor
information management. For example,
capability information, logistics and banking
data, and diversity and insurance certifications
must be kept up-to-date. This data foundation
is essential to running your business efficiently
and preventing bottlenecks.
SAP and Ariba, an SAP company, offer solutions
for discovering new vendors, onboarding them,
and creating rich profiles and transactional
histories. At the same time, you can enrich
your vendor relationships through effective
performance and risk management.
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Analyze Vendor Performance and Risk
Supply-Base Quality
Vendor Data Insight
Performance and Risk
SAP and Ariba Innovations

It takes significant time to research and qualify new vendors, and aggregate
performance and risk data of active vendors. SAP and Ariba solutions bring this
information together and help you take a proactive, forward-looking approach to
vendor discovery and lifecycle management. A “management by exception”
approach frees staff to focus on strategic, value-added pursuits. And you can
quickly find qualified vendors without interviewing or visiting them.
 Reduce the time required to find new, high-quality vendors
 Increase productivity by having one data source for all vendor information

30%
Higher average annual
savings when the supply base
is reviewed regularly against
key performance indicators

 Benchmark vendor performance
 Predict vendor disruptions
 Manage vendor relationships efficiently and effectively

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP and Ariba Innovations
Supply-Base Quality
Vendor Data Insight

To have full visibility into vendor data – and the ability to analyze this information –
buyers need to take advantage of advanced technologies that aggregate and
enrich supplier information and even predict the future. Innovations from SAP
and Ariba can help you do all this and more.

Performance and Risk
SAP and Ariba Innovations

In a typical organization, mass amounts of
supplier information are available, but it’s
fragmented across multiple systems.
Breakthrough database and technology
solutions such as the SAP HANA platform
make this vendor information easier to
aggregate, with instant access to any level
of granularity.
To fully leverage vendor data, you need
flexible, scalable, and cost-effective analytics
embedded within business processes and
networks. SAP solutions support real-time
modeling and optimization, performance
analysis, and supply risk mitigation.

Furthermore, vendor information needs to
be available on the go. SAP offers mobile
applications that can support you and your
employees by making data available when
you are in the field with vendors.
And with Ariba, SAP now offers the world’s
largest cloud-based trading network and
vendor management solutions. You can
leverage nearly one million vendor records
and related third-party data to enhance your
understanding of vendors.
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Vendor Discovery and Lifecycle Management
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery

Vendor Discovery
Instantly identify and connect with high-quality vendors.

Vendor Information
Performance and Risk
Sourcing, Buying, and
Manufacturing
Why SAP?

Vendor Information Management
Discover, assess, and onboard new trading partners and help ensure that their
information is accurate and up-to-date.
Vendor Performance and Risk Management
Facilitate the definition, measurement, and collaborative enhancement of vendor
performance to meet business needs, improve vendor relationships, and minimize
risks within the supply base.
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Vendor Discovery and Lifecycle Management
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery

Vendor Information
Management

Vendor Performance
and Risk Management

Vendor Discovery
Vendor Information

CPO

Define and Govern Vendor Management Strategy

Performance and Risk
Sourcing, Buying, and
Manufacturing

Qualify and
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Potential
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Classify and
Segment
Supply
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Why SAP?

Vendor discovery and lifecycle
management supports an
integrated process that
provides one source of vendor
information, including
performance and risk data.
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Supplier Discovery
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

>90%
Of the Fortune 500 and 60%
of Global 2000 companies are
transacting and collaborating
through the Ariba Network
Source: Ariba

Ariba solutions match buyers and
vendors globally, aligning needs with
capabilities. You can cut the time and
cost of finding and qualifying vendors
by up to 90% and project spend by up
to 15%.

Now buyers can eliminate the time-consuming
searching and vetting process required to find
dependable vendors. Buyers can publish
postings to vendors whose capabilities meet
their requirements, and gain instant access to
experienced vendors, many of whom already
transact with large enterprise buying
organizations.

Powerful search functions let buyers drill down
into details to hand-select vendors and invite
bids that meet their unique requirements.
A simple posting process reduces time and
cost of vendor selection while ensuring a highly
competitive bidding process.
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Find Qualified Vendors
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

A high-quality supply base provides access to
a large number of global sellers across every
spend category. To find these vendors, a
powerful matching service makes it simple for
buyers to receive proposals from vendors
whose capabilities are automatically matched
to their needs.
Once identified, the transaction history on the
Ariba Network provides buyers with data from
a trusted, high-quality business community.

14%
Higher annual savings when
multiple suppliers are invited
to e-RFxs and reverse
auctions

Buyers can easily access rich vendor
information in multiple dimensions, including
financial risk scores and a simple five-star
ranking system that provides additional
references and enhances the selection
process.

Ariba Discovery allows for a variety of
networking options between buyers and
sellers on postings to improve the online
collaboration process.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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More Efficient, Effective Vendor Discovery
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery
Capabilities

Identify high-quality vendors without
investing significant time and money
into the supplier identification process.

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

50%
Cut in supplier discovery
times when companies use
Ariba Discovery
Source: Ariba

Whether you want to expand your vendor
portfolio in an existing area or need to identify
vendors in a new area, Ariba Discovery will
help you find appropriate vendors.
This cloud-based service allows you to
participate in the industry’s most trusted
business commerce network that supports
more than US$400 billion in transactions
annually. You can quickly locate and interact
with nearly one million high-quality vendors
across 20,000 product and service categories
in over 140 countries.

The thorough information provided about
vendors helps eliminate the time and expense –
and the uncertain results – associated with
more traditional vendor discovery and
qualification methods. You will reduce average
overall project spend by leveraging competitive
bids provided by new vendors. Additionally, you
can efficiently manage business postings,
sourcing, bidding, and the awarding of
contracts – all from a single, convenient
interface.
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Innovations for Vendor Discovery
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery
Capabilities

Benefits

Recent innovations improve the
quality of seller and buyer matches
by leveraging rich, in-depth data
on vendors.

SAP and Ariba Innovations

>140
Countries have suppliers that
are enabled and transacting
on the Ariba Network
Source: Ariba

Cloud
Ariba Discovery is a cloud-based service that
can be leveraged by any SAP or Ariba sourcing
customer to reduce the time and cost of vendor
discovery and qualification.

Rich Data
You can enter rich text descriptions of required
products or services, attach specifications, and
refine search criteria.
You also have access to profile details and
predictive vendor risk scores from Dun &
Bradstreet (D&B), including Supplier Evaluation
Risk (SER) ratings, Paydex scores, Financial
Stress Scores, and more.
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Vendor Information Management
Solution Overview
Vendor Information
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

31%
Lower purchase order error
rate when suppliers can use
one system to maintain their
own data and upload their
own content

Well-executed vendor information
management allows you to quickly
identify and assess new sources of
supply, rapidly onboard approved
vendors, and gain a 360-degree view
of vendor information.

By managing vendor information
programmatically, you gain complete visibility
into each and every vendor. Solutions from
SAP and Ariba prevent fragmented,
incomplete, and incorrect data – for example,
by enabling suppliers to self-register and input
detailed information about their operations.

Additionally, you can access best practices
and templates to help ensure proper supplier
selection, measurement, and compliance
management. In this way, platform, process,
and vendor profiles are unified on an
enterprise-wide basis, facilitating all other
sourcing, contracting, and procurement
processes.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Establish One Source of Vendor Data
Solution Overview
Vendor Information
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

Vendor onboarding and registration
allows buyers to use automated workflows and
vendor self-service to bring new vendors on
board. Buyers can then perform vendor
qualification; they can build and send
questionnaires to evaluate vendors based on a
scoring system.
Vendor portfolio management provides an
overview of vendor relationships, allows you to
classify vendors, and manages the promotion
process with built-in workflow.

41%
Higher average overall annual
savings when internal teams
can use a cockpit interface for
reporting performance results
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Our solutions support a one-source approach
that provides visibility into both strategic and
transactional information simultaneously,
saving time when pulling together reports from
multiple sources of data.

A vendor document repository enables
easier document collaboration, sharing, and
management (for example, for certificate
management), complete with version control,
comment functions, and an audit trail.

Ad hoc and custom reports with 360-degree
vendor information and comparative
performance views provide a comprehensive
overview of vendor performance.
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Lower Costs and Improve Vendor Relationships
Solution Overview
Vendor Information
Capabilities

Reduce overall vendor information
management costs and obtain a full
view into all vendor information.

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

11%
Higher spend managed
strategically when
organizations have superior
vendor data management

By leveraging packaged solutions for vendor
information management, you realize quick
time to value and lower total cost of ownership.
In addition to reducing your overall vendor
management costs by 60%–80%, you gain a

360-degree view into all aspects of vendor
information, including contracts, quotes,
performance, certificates, internal stakeholders,
and contacts.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Innovations for Vendor Information Management
Solution Overview
Vendor Information
Capabilities

Recent innovations provide critical
visibility into vendor information and
make vendor analysis more efficient.

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

76%
Lower procurement cost (as a
percentage of spend) when
master data is synchronized
between various systems to
prevent duplication
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Analytics
Role-based analytics powered by the SAP
HANA platform improve decision support and
analysis.
Integration
Back-end and vendor master integration with
SAP Business Suite applications and thirdparty systems increase transparency and
improve productivity.

Mobile
New mobile apps provide a 360-degree view of
vendor data, activities, and performance, with
real-time insight for procurement professionals
on the go.
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Vendor Performance and Risk Management
Solution Overview
Performance and Risk
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

26%
Higher average annual
savings when a system tracks
and communicates to the
supplier quantitative and
qualitative performance KPIs
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Effective vendor performance and risk
management helps global enterprises to
best meet business needs, improve
vendor relationships, and minimize
disruptions within the supply base.

To manage complex supply networks,
companies need data and analytics that go
beyond typical vendor management and
spend analysis applications. Solutions for
vendor performance and risk management
from SAP and Ariba collect performance data
about vendors, provide key performance
indicators (KPIs) and benchmarks, predict
vendor behavior, and help mitigate risk in
your supply base.

These solutions enable you to benchmark
vendor performance against best-in-class
vendors; gain visibility into and manage risks
in your global supply chain; and proactively
identify, mitigate, and resolve vendor
performance issues.
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Address Performance and Risk Issues
Solution Overview
Performance and Risk
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

48%
Of organizations foresee a
need for predictive modeling
and complex optimization
techniques on Big Data

Now you can monitor vendor performance and
assess supply-related risks quickly and
efficiently.
Alerts provide timely notification of declining
vendor performance and pertinent news
events. Performance benchmarks help you
compare a vendor’s performance to other
suppliers in the network using specific KPIs.
By leveraging business social networking
concepts, you gain deep, multitiered network
visibility into your supply base. Visibility is
enhanced with predictive analysis, which
helps you anticipate vendor problems using
sophisticated modeling, analytics, and
prediction functionality. And the vendor heat
maps help you gauge the operational health of
your supply base.

Collaboration allows you to work with
vendors and stakeholders on scorecard
results and action items. You can even create
robust stakeholders surveys to assess
vendor performance, mapping survey
questions to specific KPIs on scorecards.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Build a High-Performing Supply Base
Solution Overview
Performance and Risk
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP and Ariba Innovations

14%
Increase in spend managed
strategically when organizations
have a stronger supplier
performance management
capability
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Continuously analyze vendor
performance and develop vendors
based on their value to your business.
Standardize your approach to gaining
visibility into vendor performance so you
can minimize risk.

With solutions from SAP and Ariba, you can
define, aggregate, measure, and act upon the
performance metrics of your supply base,
bringing together qualitative and quantitative
information for a complete view. You can also
compare your experience with others in your
industry across a multitude of KPIs. And you
can track a vendor’s global KPI performance
over time. By leveraging sophisticated analytics
and benchmarks, you can generate insights
into vendor performance and proactively take
steps to improve your supply chain operations.

The software also tracks news alerts,
government data, and financial information
so you can predict future vendor behavior.
And finally, you can use social networking
models to understand risk with your vendors’
connected vendors and proactively respond to
previously unforeseen problems. By frequently
measuring performance and risks – and
collaborating closely with vendors – you can
avoid critical supply problems.
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Innovations for Vendor Performance and
Risk Management
Recent innovations provide instant
visibility into supplier performance so
you can take steps to minimize supply
disruption.

SAP and Ariba Innovations

22%
Higher annual savings
when companies have
real-time visibility into
supplier performance
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Analytics
Role-based analytics powered by SAP HANA
improve decision support and analysis.

Cloud
Solutions for vendor performance and risk
management from SAP and Ariba leverage
the SAP HANA platform to deliver real-time
performance and insight into risks. These
insights can be derived from a network of
global vendors as well as tens of thousands
of data sources, aggregated in the cloud.

Social
By aggregating performance information across
customers and then sharing the pooled
information, predictive vendor risk solutions can
provide insight into how your vendor is likely to
perform over time and why. This allows you to
take proactive steps to ensure quality.
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Collaborative Sourcing, Buying, and Manufacturing
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery
Vendor Information

Vendor Discovery
and Lifecycle
Management

Vendor
Discovery

Vendor
Information
Management

Vendor
Performance
Management

Sourcing
and Buying
Excellence

Sourcing

Vendor
Contracts
and Funds
Management

Operational
Buying

Invoice
Management

Spend Analysis

Private Label
Development and
Manufacturing

Private Label
Product
Development

Private Label
Manufacturing

Collaborative
Business
Networks

Master Data
Collaboration

Collaborative
Product Design
and
Development

Collaborative
Planning and
Forecasting

Promotion
Collaboration

Purchase
Order and
Invoice
Collaboration

Performance and Risk
Sourcing, Buying, and
Manufacturing
Why SAP?

SAP solutions address key
requirements for collaborative
sourcing, buying and
manufacturing.
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Why SAP?
Solution Overview
Vendor Discovery

Solutions for vendor discovery and lifecycle management from SAP and Ariba
use the latest technology innovations to help you discover new vendors, aggregate
and analyze vendor data, and monitor vendor performance and risk.

Vendor Information
Performance and Risk
Sourcing, Buying, and
Manufacturing
Why SAP?

85%
Believe the cloud will
have a major impact
on their organization in
terms of greater efficiency,
innovation, or competitive
differentiation

Discover New Vendors
SAP and Ariba offer tools to help you find community-endorsed suppliers in an efficient manner,
without the need for haphazard information searches or visits to supplier locations.
Analyze Vendor Data
Our solutions give you one source of all vendor information and a 360-degree view of each
vendor, lowering your administrative burden and costs.
Monitor Performance and Risk
Now you can proactively manage vendor relationships by tracking vendor performance,
understanding and mitigating risk, and predicting potential supply disruptions.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
Visit exchange.ariba.com/welcome >>
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To learn more, visit:
www.sap.com/procurement
www.ariba.com
http://thenetworkedeconomy.com
Or visit our community pages:
http://scn.sap.com/community/sourcing
http://exchange.ariba.com/welcome
https://twitter.com/ariba
https://twitter.com/sap_retail
www.facebook.com/SAPRetail
www.linkedin.com/groups/SAP-Retail-4022601
http://scn.sap.com/community/retail
www.youtube.com/user/SAP4Retail
http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/retail/IS-Retail
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